
E300

インナーイヤーヘッドホン
In-ear headphones

The E300 o�ers an uncompromising in-ear headphones listening 

experience with astounding vocal clarity and balanced bass. Its 

compact and ergonomic in-ear design makes it easy to take with 

you for long listening comfort everywhere.

Semi-closed acoustic architecture with custom designed Φ8.6mm high 
power driver

Sturdy aluminium housing provides a rigid metal cabinet to eliminate 
unwanted vibrations

Ergonomically shaped silicone caps in 3 sizes to ensure comfortable fit

Twisted tangle-free cable

Feature highlights

Pure Sound. Since 1946. 
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Model number / EAN
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[ Sound ]

Driver diameter

Acoustic architecture

Frequency response

Sensitivity

Impedance

[ General ]

Cable

[ Packaging ]

Accessories

Dimensions (WxHxD)

Net weight

Gross weight

E300 in-ear headphones

E300B/00; 6925970750707

E300B/11; 6925970750714

E300B/27; 889446100358

Φ8.6mm high power driver

Semi-closed

7Hz - 25kHz

108dB/mW

16ohms

1.2m long twisted cable

3 pairs silicone caps (Small, Medium, Large)

95 x 175 x 25mm

14g

47g

Specifications

Pure precision

The Onkyo sound signature is clean, clear and precise. The E300’s 8.6mm high 
power driver is tuned to give you clear, detailed and natural sound. To 
maintain audio purity, the headphone housing has been built to eliminate 
unwanted vibrations. Engineered for precision and performance.

Comfort and craftsmanship

A sturdy aluminium housing and a sophisticated front housing design provides 
long-wearing comfort and durability. Ergonomically shaped silicone caps come 
in 3 sizes to provide adjustment for the best fit for both sound and comfort. 
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